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Abstract 

The title compound was reported a 

decade ago by Zuhayra et al. as the 

main product of the reaction of 

[Tc2(CO)10] with pyridine at room 

temperature, using the reagent itself as 

solvent (Inorg. Chem. 2008, 47, 10177-10182). On the basis of an X-ray analysis of the 

product, a molecular structure was proposed with two bridging carbonyls displaying 

very unusual geometrical features, not explained at the time. Chemical information, 

coupled to density functional theory calculations, have now been used to show that the 

“bridging carbonyls” then proposed from the crystallographic data most likely 

correspond to bridging hydroperoxide groups, and that the crystals analyzed at the time 

therefore would correspond to syn-[Tc2(-OOH)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2]. This hydroperoxide 

complex likely was also the bulk product obtained in the above reaction (as a mixture of 

syn and anti isomers), and not the presumed octocarbonyl complex, computed to bear 

only terminal carbonyls in any case. 
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Introduction 

We have been working for many years on the synthesis, structure and reactivity of 

binuclear transition-metal carbonyl complexes, particularly those involving elements of 

groups 6 to 8, and displaying metal-metal or metal-phosphorus bonds.1-3 While looking 

for binuclear species connected by long intermetallic bonds at the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) data base, we came across the structure of a 

simple, but rare ditechnetium complex having two bridging carbonyls, formulated as 

[Tc2(-CO)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2] (1). This complex was reported by Zuhayra et al as the 

main product of the reaction of [Tc2(CO)10] with pyridine at room temperature, using 

the reagent itself as solvent.4 The most unusual features in this molecule (Figure 1) 

concerned the bridging carbonyls, which apparently featured strongly pyramidalized 

carbon atoms with very large CO separations of ca. 1.45 Å, actually close to the 

reference value of 1.42 Å for a C(sp3)O single bond.5 This is quite anomalous, because 

carbonyl ligands bridging two metal atoms almost invariably display a trigonal planar 

environment around carbon, and much shorter CO lengths, typically in the range 1.12-

1.22 Å,6 expectedly close to the reference figure of 1.21 Å for a double bond between 

these atoms.7 Other unusual features of the complex were its large intermetallic length 

of ca. 3.37 Å, well above the value of ca. 3.03 Å measured for the parent complex 

[Tc2(CO)10],
8 and the very presence of bridging carbonyls in the molecule, since no 

bridging carbonyls are found in simple substitution products of [M2(CO)10] dimers of 

group 7 elements, which instead display structures akin to those of their parent 

compounds. Surprisingly, none of the above structural oddities were explained in the 

original paper reporting this compound. We thus wondered whether a serious 

misinterpretation of the X-ray data had been made at the time, and we have now 

addressed this matter by using density functional theory (DFT) methods, along with 

some hypothesis based on the known chemistry of related complexes. As it will be 

shown below, the most likely structure of an hypothetical disubstituted pyridine 

derivative of [Tc2(CO)10] is [Tc2(CO)8(NC5H4)2], with only terminal carbonyls and a 

staggered conformation, as observed in the parent precursor, while the crystals analysed 

at the time most likely would correspond to the hydroperoxide-bridged ditechnetium(I) 

complex [Tc2(-OOH)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2]. Whether the latter complex was (or not) the 

major product obtained by Zuhayra et al. cannot be fully ensured at present, since no IR 

data were reported at the time, although our calculations suggest indirectly that this 

might have been the case. 
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Figure 1. On the left, conventional ORTEP diagram (30% probability) of compound 1, with H atoms 

omitted for clarity. On the right, a view of the molecule along an axis close to the intermetallic line. Both 

graphics were generated from the cif file included in reference 4. Selected bond distances (Å): Tc1···Tc2 

= 3.370; C1O1 = 1.148(13); C2O2 = 1.14(2); C3O3 = 1.149(15); C4O4 = 1.451(14); C5O5 = 

1.470(14). 

Results and Discussion 

On the Nature of the Molecule in the Crystal. Based on the considerations given 

above, it was rather clear that the bridging groups present in the molecule of compound 

1, as determined in the corresponding single-crystal X-ray study, could not be carbonyl 

ligands (C4O4 and C5O5 in Figure 1). Even so, we attempted to find an energy 

minimum starting from the atomic coordinates determined crystallographically for 1, 

using DFT methods (see the Experimental section for details),9 but we failed to find any 

genuine minimum with bridging carbonyls. Instead, the geometry optimization routine 

yielded a staggered structure with only terminal carbonyls (syn-1T, Figure 2), as found 

for the parent complex [Tc2(CO)10],
8 and with a shorter, bonding intermetallic length of 

3.072 Å, as expected (ca. 3.03 Å in the parent precursor). Of course, there are two 

possible staggered conformations for 1T, depending on the relative positioning (syn or 

anti) of the pyridine ligands, and this syn isomer (NTcTcN = 44.2o) was computed 

to be 8.4 kJ/mol less stable than anti-1T (TcTc = 3.091 Å; NTcTcN = 125.2o) in 

the gas phase (Figure 2). A nearly eclipsed conformation with pyridine ligands in 

intermediate relative positions (TcTc = 3.171 Å; NTcTcN = 87.6o) turned to be a 

transition state (TS1) connecting both isomers (Figure 2). Its Gibbs free energy was 

only 33.9 kJ/mol higher than the most stable isomer anti-1T, thus enabling fast 

rotational interconversion between syn and anti isomers at room temperature, a matter 

to be discussed later on. 
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Figure 2. M06L-DFT-optimized structures for syn-1T (left), anti-1T (right), and TS1 (below), with H 

atoms omitted. Their relative Gibbs free energies at 298 K in the gas phase were +8.4, 0, and +33.9 

kJ/mol, respectively. 

A closer look at the ORTEP diagram of 1 (Figure 1) reveals that the thermal 

ellipsoids of atoms C4 and C5 are unusually small, when compared to those of terminal 

carbonyls. Then, a good hypothesis was that positions C4 and C5 would be actually 

occupied with atoms having a higher number of electrons.10,11 We have considered two 

possibilities under this idea: (a) the bridging ligands might be OMe groups, and (b) they 

might be OOH groups. In both cases, by setting O atoms at positions C4 and C5, the 

unusual thermal ellipsoids of the model under suspicion would be explained, as well as 

the large “CO” separation (now turned into conventional single bonds) and pyramidal 

environment around the bridging atoms. Besides, we note that a methyl group has nine 

electrons, just one above the eight electrons originally modeled at positions O4 and O5, 

so there would be no much difference at these sites in both models. On the other hand, 

when modeling hydroperoxide ligands instead of “bridging carbonyls”, then O4 and O5 

would become genuine O atoms, although bearing one H atom each, something to be 

easily missed in an X-ray diffraction study. 

Satisfactorily, we found that, starting from the experimental coordinates of 

compound 1, now re-formulated alternatively as syn-[Tc2(-OMe)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2] 

(syn-2), and syn-[Tc2(-OOH)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2] (syn-3), genuine minimum structures 

were rapidly found (Figure 3), with geometrical parameters very similar to those 

determined in the original X-ray analysis (Table 1). 
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Figure 3. M06L-DFT-optimized structures of compounds syn-2 (left) and syn-3 (right), with most H 

atoms omitted. The structures of the corresponding anti isomers are shown below. 

Table 1. Selected M06L-DFT-computed bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) for isomers syn and anti of 

compounds 2 and 3, along with their relative Gibbs free energies.a 

parameter 1 (exp)b syn-2 syn-3 anti-2 anti-3 

Tc···Tc2 3.370 3.402 3.412 3.456 3.458 

Tc1N1 2.249(8) 2.287 2.287 2.298 2.291 

Tc1C1 1.944(10) 1.916 1.927 1.912 1.915 

Tc1C2 1.94(2) 1.918 1.915 1.912 1.918 

Tc1C3 1.931(12) 1.912 1.910 1.914 1.912 

Tc1E4c 2.170(10) 2.195 2.199 2.207 2.206 

Tc1E5c 2.174(8) 2.190 2.197 2.173 2.184 

O4E4c 1.451(14) 1.402 1.475 1.397 1.471 

O5E5c 1.470(14) 1.402 1.474 1.397 1.471 

(EE4E)d 340.1 337.6 319.3 345.4 327.2 

(EE5E)d 341.5 337.8 319.1 345.4 327.2 

E5Tc1Tc2E4 156.0 153.9 155.2  180.0 180.0 

G(gas phase)  +4.6 +23.0 0 0 

G(acetone soln)  5.4 +0.8 0 0 

a Labeling according to Figure 1; G values in kJ/mol, computed at 298 K, relative to the corresponding 

anti isomers. b Experimental data originally reported for 1, taken from reference 4. c E4 and E5 denote 

atoms (C or O) at the crystallographic sites of C4 and C5 atoms, respectively. d Sum of bond angles 

around the E4 and E5 atoms. 

The structures computed for syn-2 and syn-3 both reproduce quite well the 

geometrical parameters determined in the crystallographic study of 1, except for 

distances involving the metal atoms, which are a bit longer than the experimental values 

(by less than 0.03 Å), a common bias in this sort of calculations.9 Moreover, both of 

them reproduce quite precisely the significant puckering of the central Tc2E2 ring (E = 

C or O) of the molecule present in the crystal (E5Tc1Tc2E4 dihedral angles 
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153.9/155.2 vs. 156.0o). The pyramidalization at the bridgehead atoms, as measured by 

the sum of angles around them, is better matched by syn-2, but these angles in the 

crystal structure (ca. 341o) could be influenced by packing forces and therefore might 

deviate significantly from the values computed in the gas phase. As expected, the CO 

lengths of 1.402 Å computed for the bridging methoxide groups of syn-2 approach the 

reference figure of 1.42 Å for a single bond between these atoms. We note that, in all, 

the computed structure of syn-2 is similar to those experimentally found for different 

rhenium complexes with dimetal cores of type syn-[Re2(-OR)2(CO)6L2] having 

bridging alkoxide or hydroxide ligands, and terminal pyridines, dipyridyl and 

polypyridyl ligands,12 a relatively large family of complexes which have been 

extensively studied because of their photophysical and chemical properties, host-guest 

interactions, and biological activity. 

The average “CO” length determined experimentally for the bridging groups in 1 

(ca. 1.46 Å), however, is somewhat higher than the distance computed for syn-2, while 

the structure computed for the hydroperoxide-bridged complex syn-3 actually gives a 

better matching value of ca. 1.475 Å for such a distance, now turned into a single OO 

bond. We note that hydroxoperoxide- or alkylperoxide-bridged complexes are an 

absolute rarity in the field of transition-metal carbonyl complexes,13 but a few binuclear 

complexes with these O-donor ligands (mainly involving late- or post-transition metals) 

have been structurally characterized.14 In those cases, the OOR groups behave 

structurally like bridging alkoxide ligands, and display OO single bond lengths 

typically in the range 1.45-1.50 Å, in good agreement with the corresponding distance 

computed for syn-3. Interestingly, many of these complexes have been prepared by the 

reaction of dioxygen with suitable precursors (usually alkyl complexes). 

We have also computed isomers of the above ditechnetium(I) complexes bearing 

antiparallel pyridine ligands (anti-2 and anti-3), and found them to be more stable than 

their syn isomers in the gas phase (Figure 3 and Table 1). However, the latter are 

stabilized in a polar solvent as acetone (the solvent used in the NMR studies of 1), thus 

enabling the coexistence of syn and anti isomers in solution (see below). Both anti 

isomers display a nonbonding intermetallic separation (ca. 3.46 Å) slightly longer than 

their syn counterparts, and a flat central Tc2O2 ring (O5Tc1Tc2O4 = 180.0o). The 

structure of anti-2 actually is very similar to the one determined crystallographically for 

the piperidine (pip) dirhenium complex anti-[Re2(-OMe)2(CO)6(pip)2], which displays 

an almost identical non-bonding Re···Re separation.15 

On the Nature of the Bulk Product: Isomers in Solution. In their original paper, 

Zuhayra et al. reported that compound 1 displayed two isomers in solution (denoted at 

the time as cis-diaxial and trans-diaxial ones), as revealed by 1H NMR measurements, 

with the cis/trans ratio reaching in a few minutes the equilibrium value of 2:1 in 
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Me2CO-d6 solution, when starting from the crystalline material. Since no IR data were 

reported for this complex, while only NMR resonances of the pyridine ligands were 

provided, we cannot be sure whether their bulk product corresponded to the presumed 

formulation of [Tc2(CO)8(py)2] (1) or, instead, to the actual species present in the crystal 

investigated by X-ray diffraction, [Tc2(-OX)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2] (2 or 3). From the NMR 

data reported, however, we can conclude that the second option is more likely. Thus, 

according to our DFT calculations noted above, the rotational barrier for the conversion 

between the octocarbonyl isomers syn-1T and anti-1T would be determined by the 

energy of TS1, which turns out to be quite low, around 34 kJ/mol above anti-1T. With 

such a low rotational barrier, by taking into account the reported chemical shifts for the 

aromatic resonances of the presumed octocarbonyl isomers in solution, we can predict 

that the individual pyridine 1H NMR resonances reported for both isomers (should they 

correspond to syn-1T and anti-1T) actually would be pair-wise averaged at room 

temperature.16 In contrast, a syn/anti rearrangement in the OX-bridged compounds 2 or 

3 likely would require the cleavage of a TcO bond at intermediate stages, and therefore 

would have a much higher kinetic barrier, thus enabling the observation of separate 

NMR resonances for both isomers at room temperature, in agreement with the 

experimental spectrum reported at the time. In summary, from the reported NMR data 

we conclude that the bulk crystallized product reported by Zuhayra et al. neither was the 

presumed octocabonyl complex, but likely the same ditechnetium(I) complex actually 

present in the crystals investigated. Moreover, since no 1H or 13C NMR resonances 

attributable to OMe groups were reported for compound 1, we are bound to conclude 

that the product actually obtained would be the hydroperoxide complex 3. In that case, 

the 1H NMR resonance of the corresponding OH groups could be very broad and might 

easily have escaped detection at the time. 

How Could It Be Possibly Formed? Having concluded that the bulk crystallized 

product obtained when reacting [Tc2(CO)10] with pyridine at room temperature likely 

was the ditechnetium(I) species 3, rather than the simple substitution product 1, the 

natural question to be answered is where the hydroperoxide ligands could possibly arise 

from. We are not in a position to reproduce the above reaction in our laboratory. 

However, if we turn to the known chemistry of [Re2(CO)10], we note that the 

preparation of [Re2(CO)8(NC5H5)2] (the Re2 anologue of 1) from [Re2(CO)10] and 

pyridine seems to require the use of an amine oxide as a carbonyl scavenger of CO, in 

order to proceed at room temperature.17 On the other hand, many dirhenium polypiridyl 

complexes with metal cores of type syn-[Re2(-OR)2(CO)6L2] have been made by 

reacting [Re2(CO)10] with stoichiometric amounts of the pertinent N-donor ligand in the 

corresponding alcohol (ROH) or water, although high temperatures are typically 

required to form these products.12b-i So it seems than neither the substitution of 
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carbonyls in [Re2(CO)10] with pyridine nor the oxidative addition of alcohols or water 

are reactions that can proceed themselves at room temperature. In line with this, a 

separate experiment carried out by us revealed that stirring [Re2(CO)10] in pyridine at 

room temperature for 4 days caused no detectable transformation on the Re2 substrate. 

However, upon admission of air into the reaction flask, a slow reaction started to give, 

after 7 days, a mixture of pyridine complexes exclusively displaying Re(CO)3 fragments 

and no bridging carbonyls, as revealed by the IR spectrum of the reaction mixture.18 

Based on the above indirect evidences, and considering that in the preparation of 

compound 1 Zuhayra et al. did not report the use of inert atmospheres for the whole 

workup, we tend to think that the presence of dioxygen likely was the critical factor 

triggering the reaction of [Tc2(CO)10] with pyridine at room temperature. As a result, 

the product thus obtained certainly would not be the octocarbonyl complex 1, but likely 

the hydroperoxide complex 3. The latter might be formed if dioxygen would act both as 

a CO scavenger (by producing CO2) and source of hydroperoxide ligands, in the 

presence of water. The overall process is computed to be thermodynamically allowed in 

the gas phase at room temperature (eqs 1 and 2), although obviously it should involve 

many elementary steps, perhaps worth of further study in the future. 

[Tc2(CO)10] + 2py + 3/2O2 + H2O → anti-3 + 4CO G298 = +94.4 kJ/mol (eq. 1) 

[Tc2(CO)10] + 2py + 5/2O2 + H2O → anti-3 + 2CO + 2CO2 G298 = 497.2 kJ/mol (eq. 2) 

Concluding Remarks 

The reported structure for the hypothetical complex [Tc2(-CO)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2] 

very likely is erroneous. The geometrical parameters of the presumed bridging 

carbonyls in the crystal are much better interpreted as corresponding to bridging 

methoxide or hydroperoxide ligands, in agreement with DFT calculations, this also 

explaining the large intermetallic length of ca. 3.37 Å, since no metal-metal bond is then 

to be proposed for such 36-electron complexes. The most likely structure of the 

disubstituted pyridine derivative of [Tc2(CO)10] is [Tc2(CO)8(NC5H4)2], with only 

terminal carbonyls and a staggered conformation. Two different staggered rotamers 

differing in the relative positioning of the pyridine ligands (syn and anti) have similar 

energies, and the computed rotational barrier for their interconversion is very low in the 

gas phase (ca. 34 kJ/mol). Then we would expect that both isomers might co-exist in 

solution, but they likely would interconvert rapidly on the NMR timescale, thus giving 

identical time-averaged pyridine resonances at room temperature, in disagreement with 

the experimental NMR data reported earlier. The energetic difference between syn and 

anti isomers of the ditechnetium(I) complexes [Tc2(-OX)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2] (X = Me, 

OH) is neither large, so they might co-exist in solution too, but the corresponding 
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interconversion barrier now should be significantly higher, as one TcO bond is likely 

to be cleaved along the process: therefore, they would be expected to display separate 

NMR pyridine resonances at room temperature, in agreement with the reported NMR 

data. Thus, the two isomers detected at room temperature by Zuhayra et al. for the bulk 

product of the reaction of [Tc2(CO)10] with pyridine most likely would correspond to 

the same ditechnetium(I) complex present in the crystal. For the latter, we favor its 

formulation as the hydroperoxide complex [Tc2(-OOH)2(CO)6(NC5H5)2], as no NMR 

resonances attributable to OMe groups (easily detectable) were reported at the time, 

although this cannot be fully ensured, as no IR data were provided either for the bulk 

product or the crystals used in the X-ray study. These missing data would have settled 

properly the matter, as the presence of Tc(CO)3 and OH groups would have been 

easily spotted, along with the absence of bridging carbonyls. From this case we should 

learn an otherwise obvious lesson: Reporting IR data should be a must that both editors 

and/or reviewers should ask from authors of papers dealing with the structural 

characterization of new metal carbonyl complexes. 

Experimental Section 

Computational Details. All DFT calculations were carried out using the 

GAUSSIAN09 package,19 and the M06L functional.20 A pruned numerical integration 

grid (99,590) was used for all the calculations via the keyword Int=Ultrafine. Effective 

core potentials and their associated double-ζ LANL2DZ basis set were used for Tc 

atoms.21 The light elements (O, N, C and H) were described with the 6-31G* basis.22 

Geometry optimizations were performed under no symmetry restrictions, using initial 

coordinates derived from the X-ray data. Frequency analyses were performed for all the 

stationary points to ensure that a minimum structure with no imaginary frequencies was 

achieved, except for transition states (one imaginary frequency). Molecular diagrams 

and vibrational modes were visualized using the MOLEKEL program.23 The effect of 

acetone on the stability of isomers syn and anti of compounds 2 and 3 in solution was 

modeled through the polarized-continuum-model (PCM) of Tomasi and co-workers,24 

using the gas-phase optimized structures. 

Supporting Information. A XYZ file including the Cartesian coordinates for all 

computed species. 
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